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Another sad centenary – London’s first Air Raid
As explained by Alan Simpson in our newsletter no.121 (August 2016) page 11, after the
Zeppelin raids ceased, German aeroplanes started to appear in the skies over south-west
Essex. Their first sortie to reach London was on
13th June 1917 when 14 or more Gothas flew
over in daylight and dropped their deadly
bombs. The civilian population were caught
entirely unprepared for such an unprecedented
attack and 162 were killed with more than 400
injured.
Tragically eighteen of the dead were pupils at
Upper North Street School in Poplar. A bomb
fell through the roof into a girls’ class, down
through a class of boys below and finally
exploded in the infant classroom on the ground
floor. The two infant class teachers behaved
heroically as they got everyone out of the
building before helping others who were
rescuing bodies from the rubble.
The majority of those killed were infants aged
between 4 and 6-years-old and their deaths led
to one of the biggest funerals East London has
ever seen. Fifteen of the children were buried
together in the East London Cemetery in
Plaistow whilst three were interred in private
graves.
For further details see https://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=48415576
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World War I – Lost at Sea

As the newsletter of a local history society our articles reflect events from the past which
happened in this vicinity. However, it seems wrong to mention the battles in France and our
local army heroes while ignoring the many men lost at sea in the Great War.
The Redbridge Museum website http://www.redbridgefirstworldwar.org.uk/ lists 1324
names of the war dead. Not surprisingly, the vast majority served in the army but 19 were
shown in the Royal Flying Corps, 36 were listed for the Royal Air Force and a total of 101
served at sea.
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Alan Simpson adds: London’s anti-aircraft guns were initially manned by crews from the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.
Also Fairlop airfield was used by Royal Naval Air Service (later RAF) and several flights there ended fatally.

The Redbridge website gives biographical details for some of those listed and I have selected
just a couple of Royal Navy men from Ilford, taken at random – but by coincidence, they both
died just 3 months into the conflict, at the Battle of Coronel, off the coast of Chile. More
information can be obtained from the website, but my thanks go to Gerard Greene, Redbridge
Museum Manager, for permission to quote the information below.
Victor William James Fisher was an Ordinary Seaman in the Royal Navy who died on 1st
November 1914. He was born on 1st May 1896 to Clarence and Elizabeth Fisher. Victor
possibly had a twin sister, May, as she is shown on the 1911 census. Victor’s father, Clarence,
was an Assistant Inspector of Nuisances for Ilford Urban District Council. At the age of 14,
Victor was employed as a ‘scale repairer’ (possibly of weighing scales) and was living at 121
Westwood Road, Seven Kings.
Victor joined the Navy, probably before the start of the war, and was assigned to HMS
Monmouth as an Ordinary Seaman. He was killed as a direct result of enemy action on 1 st
November 1914. There were no survivors from HMS Monmouth. Victor’s body was never
recovered, but his name appears on the Chatham Naval Memorial. At the time of his death,
his family were living at 11 Kinfauns Road, Goodmayes. Victor was only18 when he died.
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Henry Alfred Pelham was a Stoker 1st Class in the Royal Navy who died at the age of 22. At
the time of Henry’s death, his father George Pelham was living at 42 Francis Avenue, Ilford,
according to his Death Record and Kelly’s Directory.
Henry joined the Navy before 1911 and became a Stoker in the 2nd Engine room of HMS
Good Hope, which is where he was at the time of the 1911 census. He too was killed as a
direct result of enemy action on 1st November 1914. Henry’s body was not recovered but his
name appears on the Portsmouth Naval Memorial.
HMS Good Hope became the flagship of
Rear Admiral Cradock of the South
American station during August 1914.
Sunk by gunfire on 1st November 1914 by
the German armoured cruisers SMS
Scharnhorst and SMS Gneisenau off the
Chilean Coast during the battle of
Coronel, the entire crew was lost.

The photograph above is of a plaque in Stanley
Cathedral. © John Bingeman

The casualty cost at Coronel was high,
nearly 1,600 men, including Admiral
Cradock, two capital ships, and the pride
of the Royal Navy, although the latter was
restored following the subsequent battle
that took place off the Falkland Island on
December 8, 1915.
For further details see
http://www.coronel.org.uk/description.php

.

From the Merchant Service: Owen Percy Clarke was born in Lancashire in 1866. By 1894
he had qualified as a Master in the Merchant Navy. Clarke was the captain of the steam ship
S.S Mesaba in April 1911 when it warned the Titanic about ice flows. Two hours later the
Titanic hit an iceberg and sunk with the loss of 1517 passengers and crew.
On 1st September 1918, Owen was the commander of the S.S. Mesaba of the Atlantic
Transport Line when it was torpedoed by the German submarine UB 118 and sank in St.
George’s Channel, off the south-west coast of Ireland while making a convoy voyage from
Liverpool to Philadelphia. Twenty lives were lost.
At the time of his death, Owen’s wife was living at 98 Wellesley Road, Ilford.

Forgotten Wrecks of the First World War ~ We will remember them.
The Marine Archaeology Trust started to develop a project on Forgotten Wrecks of the First
World War in 2011. While attention has been focussed on the horrors of trench warfare, there
was a significant war going on at sea with considerable loss of life. Actions took place as far
away as the Pacific and Indian Oceans. With Heritage Lottery Funding, it is a £1.2m four year
project which will give a much needed balance to the full historical record of the Great War.
Submarines inflicted terrible losses but if it were not for the merchant fleet and the Royal
Navy, the outcome of the war would have been very different.
With over 700 wartime wrecks along England’s south coast alone, the conflict has left a rich
heritage legacy and many associated stories of bravery and sacrifice. The project will focus on
some of the underwater and coastal sites between Kent and Cornwall, which include merchant
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and naval ships, passenger, troop and hospital ships, U-boats, ports, buildings and foreshore
hulks. These sites have been deteriorating for 100 years and in many cases this is a last chance
effort to record what remains on the seabed and foreshore before it is lost forever.
It is intended to make the results of the underwater archaeology and archive research available
to the public through events and exhibitions, a website, to schools and through a range of
informal and academic publications, presentations and talks.
With thanks to Cdr. J M Bingeman, CEng, MIMechE, RN, FSNR, a Vice-President of the
project, for permission to use the illustration and quote from their report.
Georgina Green, 21 February 2017

Balloons over Fairlop
The northern parts of Ilford parish were locations over which pioneering aeronauts regularly
flew their hot-air balloons. Two leading balloonists of the mid-nineteenth century were
Charles Green 1 and Henry Coxwell 2, both of whom carried out many flights from Vauxhall
Gardens 3 and Cremorne Gardens 4 in London. Because of prevailing south-westerly winds, a
balloon taking off in the London area was most commonly carried in the direction of the
Essex marshes, before which it was essential to land in order to avoid being blown out to sea.
Contemporary newspaper reports record several flights by Green and Coxwell and their
companions passing over, or occasionally landing in, Hainault Forest and later on Fairlop
Plain.
The Morning Post, 1 September 1836
DR. KENT’S ACCOUNT OF THE ASCENT FROM VAUXHALL GARDENS ON TUESDAY.
Every arrangement having been completed for launching the balloons, the signal was
given at five minutes past six, P.M., and they immediately rose, the wind blowing
gently from S.W. The atmosphere being remarkably clear, every object beneath us was
seen with the greatest distinctness. We crossed the river a little to the eastward of
London Bridge, and the view at that period was most magnificent: St. Paul’s seen a
1

Charles Green (1785–1870) was a professional balloonist and had made more than 200 ascents by 1835. In
1836, with a two-man crew in the ‘Royal Vauxhall’ balloon he completed a 480-mile, 18-hour flight from
Vauxhall Gardens to Weilburg in the German Duchy of Nassau, setting a long-distance record unbeaten until
1907. By the time he retired in 1852, he had flown in a balloon more than 500 times.
2
Henry Coxwell (1819–1900) became interested in balloons as a boy and admired the feats of Charles Green.
His first ascent in a balloon was in 1844, and he became a professional balloonist four years later. Coxwell had
an interest in the military use of balloons and, in September 1854, he made some demonstrations in signalling
from a balloon. By August 1855, he was flying in what the press dubbed his ‘war balloon’.
3
Vauxhall Gardens was a pleasure garden in Kennington on the south bank of the River Thames and accessed by
boat until the erection of Vauxhall Bridge. Originally known as New Spring Gardens, it was one of the leading
venues for public entertainment in London from the mid-17th century to the mid-19th century. Vauxhall Gardens
closed in 1859 and the land was redeveloped in the following decades. Slum clearance in the late 20th century
saw part of the original site opened up as a public park; this was initially called Spring Gardens and renamed in
2012 as Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens.
4
Cremorne Gardens was a pleasure garden by the side of the River Thames in Chelsea. It lay between Chelsea
Harbour and the end of the King’s Road and flourished between 1845 and 1877. The gardens never acquired the
fashionable fame of Vauxhall Gardens and they finally became so great an annoyance to some of the more
influential residents in the neighbourhood that a renewal of its licence was refused. Cremorne Gardens closed in
1877 and today only a vestige survives, on the river at the southern end of Cheyne Walk.
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little to the westward; the Monument nearer to us on the same side; the Tower almost
immediately below us; the London Docks, the shipping, the extended view of the river,
and the beautiful and highly-cultivated country around the metropolis forming a coup
d’oeuil of the most sublime grandeur, which sets at defiance every attempt at
description.
We crossed the River Lea a little to the northward of Stratford, at which time we had
attained our greatest altitude, and the current then took us a little more to the
eastward. We passed over Epping Lower Forest and Wanstead Park, descending
gradually until we again reached terra-firma, in a beautiful grass field close to the
Maypole 5, on the border of Hainault Forest, about four miles from Ilford. Mr.
Charles Green having got into a different current we soon parted company, but had a
most interesting view of his balloon until within a few minutes of his descent, which
took place near Romford; our chaises, however, met at Ilford, and we arrived together
at the Gardens at eleven o’clock, P.M.
It is but justice to Mr. William Green to state that his management of the balloon is
most skilful, and that the descent was accomplished in the most easy and delightful
manner. We calculate our greatest elevation to have been about 5,860 feet, or one
mile and 580 feet. A much greater altitude
could have been reached, but it was thought
desirable to make the descent before it
became so dark as to render it probable we
might be delayed in the emptying and packing
the balloon ...
BENJAMIN ARCHER KENT, M.D.
20, Harley-street, Cavendish-square.
The Essex Standard, 20 July 1838
ANOTHER DESCENT IN ESSEX OF THE GREAT
NASSAU BALLOON.
On Tuesday evening last, Mr. Green, the
veteran aeronaut, made his 254th ascent, in
the Nassau Balloon, from Vauxhall Gardens.
Mr. Green informs us that he started from the
gardens at a quarter past six o’clock,* having
on board a cargo of six persons – viz.:
himself, Capt. Carnagie, Mr. Power, M.P. for
Charles Green, pioneer aeronaut, seen
Waterford, Mr. Tennison, Mr. Hughes, and a
here in a sketch made in 1838.
gentleman whose name did not transpire.
If the last ascent was superb, the present was considered if possible more so. The
machine rose beautifully, shaping its course east by north, passing over the church of
St. Saviour, Southwark, and crossing the river at the Tower. It then sailed majestically
over Hainault Forest, affording a beautiful view of Romford, Epping, and a vast
expanse of country, whilst the rays of the declining sun were reflected from its side
It is unclear whether this ‘Maypole’ was the one then at Barkingside, or that at Chigwell Row. In 1836, both
would have been ‘on the border of Hainault Forest’.
5
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giving it the appearance of burnished gold. The wind being in a favourable quarter,
many an eye in this town [Chelmsford] was anxiously strained to catch a sight of the
expected visitor, and notwithstanding its recent descent curiosity was greatly excited.
Nor were the good folks of Chelmsford disappointed, for so early as about 25 minutes
to 7, a speck was perceived in the horizon, which in a few minutes was pronounced to
be the balloon. It approached steadily and apparently almost in a direct line. At 7
o’clock it was over the town at an altitude of 2000 feet, when Mr. Green discharged a
quantity of ballast, to show that he was not about to descend, and it passed over the
north western confines of the town. Many persons, however, followed it for some
distance, until obliged to give up the chase.
At a ¼ after 7, having passed near Witham and Kelvedon, Mr. Green descended with
safety in an open field upon Stubber’s Farm, in the occupation of Mr. Sadler, at
Messing, near Kelvedon, on the boundaries of Lord Western’s estate. His Lordship
pursued the balloon on horseback and very kindly sent his own carriage, which
conveyed the passengers to Felix Hall, where, after experiencing the greatest
hospitality, they retired to rest. Mr. Green and Mr. Hughes breakfasted with his
Lordship, and came to Chelmsford in a post-chaise, from whence they proceeded to
London. The greatest altitude attained was 3939 feet. The sea appeared so near to the
voyagers, that some of them were apprehensive they were hastening towards it, and
should not effect a descent upon land, but Mr. Green soon calmed their fears upon
that point.
* As there is a great difference between Mr. Green’s account of the time when it fell,
and that of Chelmsford, it may be proper to state, that Mr. Green’s time was nearly a
quarter of an hour slower than our own: for instance, Mr. G. dates the descent as a
quarter after 7; but, at Chelmsford, it was distinctly seen falling at half-past seven 6.
An ascent by Charles Green in July 1839 coincided with the holding of Fairlop Fair, which he
and his companions observed from above.
The London Evening Standard, 11 July 1839
ASCENT AND DESCENT OF THE NASSAU BALLOON.
Mr. Green, in reference to the last aerial voyage, says that the balloon quitted the
earth at nearly half-past six o’clock with the wind blowing strongly from the southwest. The object of the gentlemen who were his companions on the occasion being
more particularly to obtain a view of the metropolis and the country over which they
This time difference may be partly explained by the fact that in 1839 many towns kept ‘local’ time, which was
ahead of or behind ‘London’ time depending on whether the town lay to the east or west of the capital. If Charles
Green had set his watch to London time, local time in Chelmsford, half a degree east of London, would have
been a few minutes ahead (although not by as much as 15 minutes). Not until the advent of the railways was
there a standardised time arrangement across the United Kingdom. November 1840 is the first recorded occasion
when different local times were synchronised and a single standard time applied, this by the Great Western
Railway. ‘Railway’ time was progressively taken up by all railway companies in Britain over the following years
- the Eastern Counties Railway arrived in Chelmsford in 1842. The schedules by which trains were organised
and the times station clocks displayed were brought in line with London time, the time set at Greenwich by the
Royal Observatory, which was already widely known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). By 1855, 98 per cent of
towns and cities in Britain had transferred to GMT, but it was not until 1880 that a unified standard time for the
whole of the country achieved legal status.
6
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might pass, he regulated his elevation so as to afford them an opportunity of gratifying
their wishes …
At this period the balloon was not more than 1200 feet from the earth. They continued
their onward course, passing about a mile to the eastward of Fairlop fair, every booth
of which they were able to see. In this direction they went on until they arrived over
Chigwell-row, when an alteration took place in the wind, by which the balloon was
propelled, the current carrying it somewhat more to the eastward. On going past
Chelmsford the balloon was to the north-west of that town. Their course after this
varied two or three times from north-east to north-east by east. Shortly after
Chelmsford had been cleared, Mr. Green allowed the balloon to ascend until they had
attained an elevation of 6,190 feet, or one mile and 910 feet from terra firma. At this
period one of the passengers sang a song, remarking that he had never sung so high
before.
After a most delightful trip, the balloon, at 10 minutes past eight o’clock, was brought
to an anchor in a fallow field, the property of a Mrs. Sherrard, in the parish of
Toppesfield. Mr. Green’s companions, we have understood, expressed themselves in
terms of the warmest admiration, not merely at the able manner in which he had
managed the balloon, but at the great gratification they had derived from their
voyage. The barometer, which at the starting was 29.70, at the highest elevation stood
at 23.50.
The Morning Advertiser, 27 May 1847
THE DESCENT OF MR. GREEN’S NEW VICTORIA BALLOON.
This balloon made its first ascent on Monday, from Cremorne, as already stated in the
Morning Advertiser. There were four persons ascended:– the celebrated Herr Koenig,
Arthur Pratt Barlow, Esq., the veteran Green, and a friend of his, Mr. Hoole. It was
“let go” soon after seven, and taking a north-easterly course, passed over London,
Hackney, Epping, Hainault, &c., and finally came safely on terra firma, in a field in
the parish of Little Waltham, six miles beyond Chelmsford, exactly at 8 o’clock, thus
traversing a broad forty miles “as the crow flies,” under the hour. Curiously enough,
Mr. Soper, the manufacturer of the silk in the balloon, a week before had written to
Mr. Green, regretting that as he should be at his country house, he would be unable to
witness the maiden ascent of “the Victoria,” and in joke added, that he should be glad
to see him at supper if he happened to come his way. The balloon did pass over his
farm and descended within a mile-and-a-half of his house, whither the party repaired,
reminded the owner of his invitation, and were most hospitably welcomed and
entertained by him, until the time came for them to start to meet the mail train at
Chelmsford.
Not all balloonists were welcomed as cordially as Charles Green and a landing in Essex could
be embarrassing, for the farmers there had become all too familiar with balloon descents on
their property. Crops were trampled, hedges damaged and stock terrified. Passengers who had
paid handsomely for the privilege of a place in a balloon car and had sailed into the sky from
Vauxhall or Cremorne with the cheers of the crowds ringing in their ears came down to earth
with a vengeance when they found themselves looking down the business end of a farmer’s
blunderbuss. By 1853, the farmers in the most balloon-frequented Essex parishes to the east
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of London had become so exasperated that they issued a proclamation threatening balloonists
with dire penalties for trespass.
The Essex Standard, 19 August 1853
BALLOON DESCENTS IN ESSEX.
In consequence of the numerous descents of balloons during the past season in the
parishes of Plashet, East Ham, Plaistow, West Ham, Stratford, &c., the farmers and
landowners have held a public meeting, and have agreed to several resolutions, in
which they complain of the damage done to their standing crops and hedges by the
assemblage of many hundreds of spectators. To put a stop to this destruction, they
have unanimously resolved to adopt legal proceedings in any future case of a descent
in their neighbourhood, prosecuting the aeronauts for a trespass.
The potential use of balloons in warfare was also tested, these two reports noting landings on
the now disafforested Fairlop Plain – one by a pilotless balloon. The numbers of people
attending such launches is notable, as is the Eastern Counties Railway’s laying on of special
trains for all the spectators.

One of Henry Coxwell’s balloons ascending at Crystal Palace.
The Morning Chronicle, 3 August 1855
ASCENT OF MR. COXWELL’S WAR BALLOON.
The Pavilion Gardens, North Woolwich 7, were visited on Monday by at least 15,000
persons, the attraction being the ascent of Mr. Henry Coxwell, with his telegraphic
In 1850, the proprietor of ‘The Pavilion’ hotel at North Woolwich laid out gardens, which he opened as the
Royal Pavilion Gardens in 1851. These were ‘open every day and night, wet or dry, for a succession of
7
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signals, by which he is enabled to impart to parties in possession of the key any
information required. The application of these aerial signals, like all other useful
inventions, is very simple and effective, and if applied to purposes of warfare it would
certainly appear that the balloon might be made the medium of conveying orders
which no man in the largest army could possibly mistake. The ascent, at seven o’clock,
was very gradual and majestic, the signals were soon set to work, and acted well, but
such was the dense mass of spectators that it was impossible to catch the report of the
gentleman whose province it was to announce the key to each signal.
The balloon remained three-quarters of an hour in the higher
regions, and then descended at Collier-row, near Hainault
Forest, in Essex. A very singular circumstance followed. Just
as Mr. Coxwell finished packing his balloon another aerial
machine presented itself, and began to descend. Mr. Coxwell
requested that the country people who had helped him should
hold themselves in readiness to assist his successor; the whole
party accordingly started off, under the direction of Admiral
Coxwell; but great was their astonishment when they found no
aeronaut in the car. The admiral’s judgement was appealed to,
when he appointed twelve men to search the neighbouring
fields, and on finding no traces of a pilot it was concluded that
the balloon had ascended alone. Such appears to have been
the case; and it turns out that the lonely visitor was the Red,
White, and Blue balloon which rose from the Adam and Eve
Gardens, St. Pancras-road, and belongs to a Mons. Gardonia,
Henry Coxwell, a pioneer of
balloons for military use.
a Frenchman.
The Essex Standard, 15 August 1855
BALLOONING.
On the 6th inst. Mr. Henry Coxwell made his second ascent in his war balloon, with
telegraphic signals, from the Royal Pavilion Gardens, North Woolwich, accompanied
by two gentlemen, who, after an aerial trip of two hours, descended safely upon
Fairlop Plain, Hainault Forest. The weather being propitious the company in the
gardens was very numerous, and highly delighted with the number of amusements
introduced. The arrangements were highly creditable to the managers, more
particularly with the Eastern Counties Railway Company, who ran special trains
throughout the afternoon and evening for the accommodation of visitors from town.

extraordinary grand galas and fetes, on a scale of splendour never before attempted at any place of al fresco
amusements’. Attractions included a rose garden, a bowling green, a maze and open-air music and theatre shows.
From 1852, Henry Coxwell was engaged to make balloon ascents and perform aerial feats at the gardens. After
he left North Woolwich in 1859 to become aeronaut at Crystal Palace, balloon ascents became a less frequent
part of the programme. Over the years, the gardens had a number of managers who improved the facilities and,
as other pleasure gardens in London closed, the Royal Pavilion Gardens became the lone survivor of this type of
open-air entertainment. In the late 1880s, part of the land on the north side was sold and developed for housing
and, in 1890, London County Council acquired the gardens, which were redesigned as a municipal park and
renamed the Royal Victoria Gardens. The park suffered bomb damage during 1940 and little of the 1890 design
remains today, but several newer recreational features have been added.
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A century or so later, an entirely different sort of balloon was regularly seen flying over
Fairlop Plain. In September 1944, the wartime airfield at RAF Fairlop became No 24 Balloon
Centre with four balloon squadrons located there. This centre was part of the balloon barrage
that surrounded London with the purpose of bringing down the V1 flying bombs. A total of
278 V1s fell to balloons in south-east England, and it is estimated that 19 of these were
accounted for by the balloons at Fairlop.
© Alan Simpson, January 2017

The Day the Balloon Came Down
Cecil Shadbolt was a Victorian photographer and balloonist who took many aerial pictures of
areas of London from hot air balloons between 1882 and 1892. The photos were processed as
glass lantern slides and provided illustrations to lectures he gave entitled ‘Balloons and
Ballooning, Upward and Onward’. The slides were acquired by Historic England in 2015,
who have digitised and archived them. They can be viewed by searching ‘Shadbolt
collection’.
Of particular interest to us is
Shadbolt’s first flight on 29th
May 1882. His notes on one
of his slides describe his
ascent in the balloon
‘Reliance’, from Alexandra
Palace at 4pm, descending at
5.30pm in Ilford ‘five
minutes from the station’.
The notes continue
“Weather fine and bright but
clouds were high so did not
get above them. At 5000ft
altitude noticed that though
we were in shadow the sun
was shining on the earth
below. Obtained very
successful photograph of
Stamford Hill district at
altitude 2000ft and several
others not so good. Came
Picture credit ‘Historic England Archive’
down in a field of green
Reproduced with permission
corn and experienced very
rough treatment at the hands of the crowd who tore the balloon and Barkers’ coat in
addition”. (Barker was his balloon pilot). The photos he took during the flight are the earliest
known existing aerial photographs of the British Isles.
Redbridge Information and Heritage very kindly carried out an extensive on-line search of
local and national newspapers in the hope of finding references to the flight and Ilford’s ‘field
of green corn’, but, alas, without success. The O.S. map of 1894 shows very little
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development to the north of the railway line and the west of Cranbrook Road - the Ilford
Historical Society survey of road dates show York Road as being set out ‘by 1899’. It might
be reasonable to assume that the balloon landed in these fields close to the railway and near
enough (5 minutes walk) to the village of Ilford for a crowd to assemble.
It does seem from looking at the slides in the collection that dangers faced by early balloonists
were not just during the flight (some utilised hydrogen rather than hot air) but that they were
frequently mobbed on landing – rural residents were probably still coming to terms with iron
monsters on rails disturbing the countryside, let alone balloons dropping from the sky, or was
it just over exuberance and excitement? One slide shows an engraving of a balloon landing on
railway tracks in front of an on-coming engine. Another slide from 1889 shows Shadbolt
being mobbed when his balloon landed near the Albert Docks.
The straight line distance from Alexandra Palace to Ilford is about 10 miles, but Shadbolt
records the flight’s distance as 14 miles, at a speed of 9 miles per hour, with a maximum
altitude of 5000ft. Given that the generally prevailing winds are from the West and that he
seems to have favoured Crystal Palace and Alexandra Palace as starting points, many of his
flights would have landed in South or East London, indeed many of the aerial photos in the
collection show areas in Blackheath and Catford. There is one undated slide in the collection
described by Historic England as ‘An aerial view taken through cloud, showing an
unidentified area of residential and industrial use, and a possible area of water’ – could this
have been one of the ‘not so good’ photographs, maybe over the Lea Valley, that Shadbolt
took on his flight to Ilford?
Sadly Shadbolt and his pilot of the day (‘Captain’ William Dale) were involved in a balloon
accident at Crystal Palace on 29th June 1892, from which Dale died on the day, and Shadbolt
died from his injuries on 8th July.
Roger Backhouse was kind enough to forward the details of the pictures from the Historic
England archive that sparked this article and Redbridge Information and Heritage provided
their usual excellent assistance.
© Martin Fairhurst, 1st November 2016

Flying the Plain: How London Airport was nearly built at Fairlop
Fairlop Plain was created in the middle of the 19th century following the destruction of much
of Hainault Forest. The flat and open aspect provided an ideal site for Frederick Handley Page
to test-fly aircraft before the First World War. During that war, two airfields – military and
naval – were located on the Plain; and in the years immediately before the Second World
War, it was also the location of Romford Flying Club’s short-lived Chigwell aerodrome.
However, perhaps most intriguing is the story of something that never happened, for in the
1930s Fairlop Plain was planned to be the site of a huge new airport for London.
The expansion of metropolitan Essex in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was
one of the most remarkable features of the county’s recent history. At that time, Ilford was
growing at a ferocious pace – its population rose from 11,000 to 78,000 between 1891 and
1911 – and when the Great Eastern Railway (GER) opened its new loop line from Ilford to
Woodford across Fairlop Plain in 1903, the company had great expectations of that growth
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continuing. The GER’s hopes were misplaced, however. The houses never came and Ilford’s
first building boom petered out. Fairlop Plain remained ‘all sky and turnips’.
In the 1920s, the draft maps for Ilford’s town planning scheme (a local development plan
finally approved in 1933) show Fairlop Plain largely excluded: the land was mostly owned by
the Crown and subject to an agreement setting part of it aside as open space. However, by the
mid-1930s, London County Council (LCC) was searching for sites outside London where it
could implement its policy of cottage or out-county estates like that developed at Becontree.
In 1934, LCC produced a report identifying potential areas for further such estates. One of
these sites was Fairlop Plain and LCC approached the Crown Commissioners (‘the
Commissioners’) asking if the land there could be sold and developed for housing.
On hearing of LCC’s plans, the Greater London Regional Planning Committee (GLRPC)
argued that the land was essential for use as an aerodrome: in the previous year, the GLRPC
had suggested that open space outside London’s built-up area might be useful to the
Government in time of war by providing locations for aerodromes and barracks; it considered
Fairlop Plain to be ‘the only flat site of any magnitude with suitable rail and road
communications and unusual freedom from aerial obstructions so accessible to Central
London on the eastern side’. The Air Ministry was also in favour of an aerodrome on Fairlop
Plain stating that it viewed ‘with considerable apprehension the passing of the land into the
builders’ hands thus ruining a potential aerodrome site when there are so few remaining’.
When Ilford Borough Council (BC) got wind of LCC’s proposals it asked the Commissioners
to withhold a decision until Ilford BC had decided which it favoured – it soon plumped for a
municipal aerodrome, approving the purchase of 1,064 acres on Fairlop Plain for that
purpose8. The Commissioners agreed to sell and, while maintaining an appearance of
detached interest towards LCC’s housing scheme, they privately supported keeping the land
as open as possible, later explaining that they had tried ‘simply to invent every possible kind
of public use which will preserve the property as a public open space of some kind in the
future, while securing the revenue which we must, as trustees, secure’. Ilford BC’s purchase
would have required a Government loan of £250,000. This was opposed by LCC and so a
public inquiry was held in August 1935 at which Sir Alan Cobham 9 spoke in favour of the
aerodrome.
At this point, the City of London Corporation (‘the Corporation’) began to stir, announcing
that it had been looking for a suitable site to develop as a new airport for London. The
Corporation was prepared to buy the land and develop a large airport there so, in June 1936,
Ilford BC stepped down.
8

Municipal authorities had been given powers to establish aerodromes from 1920, but none did so until it was
agreed in 1929 that aerodrome works could qualify for grants from the Unemployment Grants Committee. In
most cases, the main initiative for a municipal aerodrome was to encourage an aircraft manufacturer to the site to
generate employment.
9
Sir Alan John Cobham (1894—1973) learnt to fly while in the Royal Flying Corps during the First World War
and he later went on to set many long-distance aviation records. In 1926, he started an extensive campaign to
promote the development of aerodromes, writing to every municipality in Britain. The campaign continued
through to 1933, by which time Cobham had taken some 25,000 local councillors for flights, all in an endeavour
to arouse their interest in flying and urge upon them the national necessity of getting landing grounds as quickly
as possible. In 1932, as his enthusiasm turned towards providing a touring air show, he began the National
Aviation Day displays. These were a combination of barn-storming and joy-riding put on by a team of up to 15
aircraft, ranging from single-seaters to modern airliners, with many skilled pilots, usually known as ‘Cobham’s
Flying Circus’.
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The scheme of 1938 by consultants Norman & Dawbarn. The ‘T.P.’ roads added were those
approved in Ilford Borough Council’s development plan, many of which were never built.

This was a period when civil aviation was becoming an increasingly important element in
Britain’s international and domestic communication networks, and the Government had
appointed several committees to look at its future. Two in particular (the Maybury
Committee, and the Cadman Committee) considered the need for and location of airports for
London. By 1937, the Government was backing the idea that the capital’s requirements would
be best served by a ring of airports on its periphery. This would be achieved by the expansion
of two existing airports owned by the Air Ministry – one at Croydon in Surrey and the other at
Heston in Middlesex – and the addition of two new privately developed airports – at
Lullingstone in Kent and at Fairlop in Essex. Croydon and Lullingstone were to be ‘standard’
airports; Heston and Fairlop were to be ‘super-standard’.
Buoyed up by the Government’s endorsement of the Fairlop location, the Corporation got on
with its project to develop an airport there: it appointed an Airport Committee, acquired the
necessary legal powers and selected the architectural consulting firm of Norman & Dawbarn
to work out costs and to produce plans – £1,100,000 in total for a ‘super standard’ airport with
2,000-yard concrete runways. However, negotiations between the Corporation and the
Commissioners over the sale of the land took longer than anticipated; Hansard of the late
1930s is full of MPs’ questions about the delay. By 1939, no construction work had started,
but it was confidently predicted that the airport would be operating by 1941–1942.
Fast access by car, coach or train from London to a new airport at Fairlop would have been
essential. As local communications had developed after the First World War – the Southend
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Arterial Road (Eastern Avenue and Woodford Avenue) opened in 1925 – so Ilford had put on
another growth spurt; the borough acquired a further 84,600 inhabitants in the period 1921–
1939. To accommodate this burgeoning population, in 1935, the newly created London
Passenger Transport Board (LPTB) drew up its ‘New Works Programme’ to incorporate the
loop line across Fairlop Plain into an extension of the Central Line; plans for the extension
included the construction of a new Fairlop station to serve the airport.

Norman & Dawbarn’s Scheme 1A of 1939. This scheme proposed that half the terminal
building would be constructed initially, with the remaining section added when traffic
demanded. This sketch also shows the new station planned for Fairlop to serve the airport

The outbreak of the Second World War brought with it the abandonment of civil flying and
halted progress on LPTB’s extension. The war also brought to a halt the negotiations between
the Corporation and the authorities working on the Fairlop airport project. The Corporation’s
Airport Committee noted: ‘Though the outbreak of hostilities has rendered necessary the
suspension of further development for the present, the Committee hope that in happier times
they may be allowed to continue their efforts to further the project initiated by their
Chairman’.
In 1940, much of the airport site was requisitioned by the Air Ministry for the construction of
a military airfield, RAF Fairlop, which was declared operational in September 1941.
Numerous fighter squadrons were subsequently based there, until the last ones left in March
1944. Later that year, the airfield became a barrage balloon centre, and it finally closed in
1946.
Towards the end of the Second World War, the Government began looking at what airports
would be required for civil purposes and Fairlop featured in these deliberations. However, the
development of aircraft technology during the war had increased rapidly, and it soon became
clear that new airports would have to be considerably larger than had previously been
thought. Furthermore, the post-war Labour Government’s policy was that all airports required
for regular scheduled services should be acquired by the State – which was not at all what the
Corporation had in mind for Fairlop.
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By now, Ilford BC was again interested in the land. In 1946, the council passed a resolution
protesting at the continuing plans for an airport at Fairlop as the site was needed desperately
for housing and other civic development. Eventually, in 1952, the Government announced
that it had completed its review of aerodromes required to serve the London area; it had come
to the conclusion that there was unlikely to be any requirement for the use of Fairlop and that
the land would be de-requisitioned as quickly as possible. Ilford BC thereupon decided to
acquire the land and a deputation visited the Corporation, expressing a desire to purchase the
land for use as open space.
The final nail in Fairlop’s coffin came in 1953 when the Government published its London’s
Airports White Paper. Here Gatwick was proposed as the second London airport (Heathrow
being the first) and it was announced that Fairlop Plain was unsuitable for use as a civil
airport. Despite this blow to its plans, the Corporation’s Airport Committee was not finally
discharged until 1956.
Negotiations between the Corporation and Ilford BC continued until 1955, when council
members learnt that they were to acquire 920 acres of Fairlop Plain. Within a few months, the
extraction of sand and ballast had begun there. The former RAF site was used for a variety of
activities before its buildings were demolished and its runways broken up in the 1960s;
aggregate extraction then took place there too. Extraction continues on parts of Fairlop Plain
to this day, but the worked-out diggings on the site planned for Fairlop airport and its new
station have been filled in and re-landscaped to form Fairlop Waters Country Park and a golf
course.
© Alan Simpson, January 2017

Redbridge Heritage Service’s public search room and enquiries service
Members might like to know that the search room is being moved into the quiet study area on
the 2nd floor of the Central Library, opening there in May. It is anticipated the new facility
will provide an enhanced and dedicated service for local history researchers, public events
and school groups.
Opening hours will be the same as the rest of the Library (Monday – Friday 9.30 – 8.00,
Saturday 10 – 5) for access to digital family history sources such as Ancestry, microfilmed
local newspapers, maps and a range of local history reference material. Heritage staff will be
available to answer enquiries during normal core hours and a booking service will operate for
archive requests as it does at present.
This is part of ongoing improvements to the Heritage Service which include better
cataloguing of the collections, enhanced storage, a wider public programme and plans to
develop a funding application to the Heritage Lottery Fund to redevelop the Museum,
temporary exhibition area, store rooms and create a new online catalogue to increase access to
the borough’s historic collections.
The Museum and Heritage Service are now one team and look forward to continuing to work
with Ilford Historical Society as one of its key partners. We are always looking for volunteers
so if anyone would be interested to make heritage accessible for local people, then please do
get in touch.
Gerard Greene, Redbridge Museum & Heritage Service Manager
redbridge.museum@visionrcl.org.uk phone : 020 8708 2317
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What Redbridge Wore An exhibition of 400 years of local fashion
From portraits of 17th century gentlemen to wartime uniforms, from 1960s Mods to modern
urban street style, the exhibition explores what people in Ilford, Wanstead and Woodford
have worn and why.
Featuring a range of unique outfits, accessories, photographs, film and local people’s stories
from the collections of Redbridge Museum, the exhibition will bring clothes to life through
the lives of the people who wore them. It even includes the suit worn by Roger Backhouse for
his wedding!
This new exhibition is now open and runs until 10th June 2017.
Tuesday - Friday 10am – 5pm Saturday 10am – 4pm, Free admission
at Redbridge Museum, Redbridge Central Library, Clements Road, Ilford, Essex IG1 1EA
020 8708 2317
www.redbridge.gov.uk/museum

IHS PROGRAMME Spring 2017
Our regular monthly meetings are held on a Monday at Ilford Hospital Chapel, The
Broadway, Ilford Hill, Ilford, IG1 2AT from 7.30 - 9.30 pm. Visitors welcome, £2 per
meeting, with free refreshments
Limited parking is available at the rear of the chapel and many buses stop nearby at Ilford
Station. (Wheelchair access via the rear entrance)

Membership of the society costs £12 per year which includes 3 newsletters
8th May 2017 The First Day of the
Battle of the Somme: 1st July 1916
by Jef Page, IHS President.

Wednesday 14th June 2017 at 7.30pm From John of Gaunt to Gants Hill: history of Gants
Hill area. This talk by Jef Page is in addition to our normal programme and will be held in the
Hainault Room at Fullwell Cross Library.
Admission price members £2, visitors £3 (tbc), which will include light refreshments.

IHS REGULAR PROGRAMME resumes in September:
Monday 11th September Jane Austen (1775-1817): a Personal Tribute by Georgina Green,
IHS Vice-President, to mark the 200th anniversary of her death.
The full programme will be in our next newsletter which will be posted out to members
early in August or will be available from the editor (details on page 1) after 15th August.
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